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prototypical quantum optics models such as the jaynes cummings rabi tavis cummings and dicke models are commonly analyzed with diverse
techniques including analytical exact solutions mean field theory exact diagonalization and so on analysis of these systems strongly
depends on their symmetries ranging e g from a u 1 group in the jaynes cummings model to a z2 symmetry in the full fledged quantum rabi model
in recent years novel regimes of light matter interactions namely the ultrastrong and deep strong coupling regimes have been attracting an
increasing amount of interest the quantum rabi and dicke models in these exotic regimes present new features such as collapses and revivals
of the population bounces of photon number wave packets as well as the breakdown of the rotating wave approximation symmetries also
play an important role in these regimes and will additionally change depending on whether the few or many qubit systems considered have
associated inhomogeneous or equal couplings to the bosonic mode moreover there is a growing interest in proposing and carrying out
quantum simulations of these models in quantum platforms such as trapped ions superconducting circuits and quantum photonics in this
special issue reprint we have gathered a series of articles related to symmetry in quantum optics models including the quantum rabi model
and its symmetries floquet topological quantum states in optically driven semiconductors the spin boson model as a simulator of non
markovian multiphoton jaynes cummings models parity assisted generation of nonclassical states of light in circuit quantum
electrodynamics and quasiprobability distribution functions from fractional fourier transforms in this book the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium properties of continuous phase transitions are studied in various systems with a special emphasis on understanding how well
established universal traits at equilibrium may be extended into the dynamic realm going beyond the paradigmatic kibble zurek mechanism of
defect formation this book reports on the existence of a quantum phase transition in a system comprising just a single spin and a bosonic mode
the quantum rabi model though critical phenomena are inherent to many body physics the author demonstrates that this small and ostensibly
simple system allows us to explore the rich phenomenology of phase transitions both in and out of equilibrium moreover the universal traits
of this quantum phase transition may be realized in a single trapped ion experiment thus avoiding the need to scale up the number of
constituents in this system the phase transition takes place in a suitable limit of system parameters rather than in the conventional
thermodynamic limit a novel notion that the author and his collaborators have dubbed the finite component system phase transition as such
the results gathered in this book will open promising new avenues in our understanding and exploration of quantum critical phenomena
prototypical quantum optics models such as the jaynes cummings rabi tavis cummings and dicke models are commonly analyzed with diverse
techniques including analytical exact solutions mean field theory exact diagonalization and so on analysis of these systems strongly
depends on their symmetries ranging e g from a u 1 group in the jaynes cummings model to a z2 symmetry in the full fledged quantum rabi model
in recent years novel regimes of light matter interactions namely the ultrastrong and deep strong coupling regimes have been attracting an
increasing amount of interest the quantum rabi and dicke models in these exotic regimes present new features such as collapses and revivals
of the population bounces of photon number wave packets as well as the breakdown of the rotating wave approximation symmetries also
play an important role in these regimes and will additionally change depending on whether the few or many qubit systems considered have
associated inhomogeneous or equal couplings to the bosonic mode moreover there is a growing interest in proposing and carrying out
quantum simulations of these models in quantum platforms such as trapped ions superconducting circuits and quantum photonics in this
special issue reprint we have gathered a series of articles related to symmetry in quantum optics models including the quantum rabi model
and its symmetries floquet topological quantum states in optically driven semiconductors the spin boson model as a simulator of non
markovian multiphoton jaynes cummings models parity assisted generation of nonclassical states of light in circuit quantum
electrodynamics and quasiprobability distribution functions from fractional fourier transforms an important task of theoretical quantum
physics is the building of idealized mathematical models to describe the properties of quantum matter this book provides an introduction to
the arguably most important method for obtaining exact results for strongly interacting models of quantum matter the bethe ansatz it
introduces and discusses the physical concepts and mathematical tools used to construct realistic models for a variety of different fields
including condensed matter physics and quantum optics the various forms of the bethe ansatz algebraic coordinate multicomponent and
thermodynamic bethe ansatz and bethe ansatz for finite systems are then explained in depth and employed to find exact solutions for the
physical properties of the integrable forms of strongly interacting quantum systems the bethe ansatz is one of the very few methodologies
which can calculate physical properties non perturbatively arguably it is the only such method we have which is exact this means once the
model has been set up no further approximations or assumptions are necessary and the relevant physical properties of the model can be
computed exactly furthermore an infinite set of conserved quantities can be obtained the quantum mechanical model under consideration is
fully integrable this makes the search for quantum models which are amenable to an exact solution by the bethe ansatz and which are
quantum integrable so important and rewarding the exact solution will provide benchmarks for other models which do not admit an exact
solution bethe ansatz techniques provide valuable insight into the physics of strongly correlated quantum matter this open access book
presents selected papers from international symposium on mathematics quantum theory and cryptography mqc which was held on september
25 27 2019 in fukuoka japan the international symposium mqc addresses the mathematics and quantum theory underlying secure modeling of
the post quantum cryptography including e g mathematical study of the light matter interaction models as well as quantum computing the
security of the most widely used rsa cryptosystem is based on the difficulty of factoring large integers however in 1994 shor proposed a
quantum polynomial time algorithm for factoring integers and the rsa cryptosystem is no longer secure in the quantum computing model this
vulnerability has prompted research into post quantum cryptography using alternative mathematical problems that are secure in the era of
quantum computers in this regard the national institute of standards and technology nist began to standardize post quantum
cryptography in 2016 this book is suitable for postgraduate students in mathematics and computer science as well as for experts in
industry working on post quantum cryptography this book is a thoroughly modern and highly pedagogical graduate level introduction to
quantum optics a subject which has witnessed stunning developments in recent years and has come to occupy a central role in the second
quantum revolution the reader is invited to explore the fundamental role that quantum optics plays in the control and manipulation of
quantum systems leading to ultracold atoms circuit qed quantum information science quantum optomechanics and quantum metrology the
building blocks of the subject are presented in a sequential fashion starting from the simplest physical situations before moving to
increasingly complicated ones this pedagogically appealing approach leads to quantum entanglement and measurement theory being
introduced early on and before more specialized topics such as cavity qed or laser cooling the final chapter illustrates the power of
scientific cross fertilization by surveying cutting edge applications of quantum optics and optomechanics in gravitational wave detection
tests of fundamental physics searches for dark matter geophysical monitoring and ultraprecise clocks complete with worked examples and
exercises this book provides the reader with enough background knowledge and understanding to follow the current journal literature and
begin producing their own original research this book gives its readers a unique opportunity to get acquainted with new aspects of the
fruitful interactions between analysis geometry quantum mechanics and number theory the present book contains a number of contributions
by specialists in these areas as an homage to the memory of the mathematician erik balslev and at the same time advancing a fascinating
interdisciplinary area still full of potential erik balslev has made original and important contributions to several areas of mathematics and
its applications he belongs to the founders of complex scaling one of the most important methods in the mathematical and physical study of
eigenvalues and resonances of schr�dinger operators which has been very essential in advancing the solution of fundamental problems in
quantum mechanics and related areas he was also a pioneer in making available and developing spectral methods in the study of important
problems in analytic number theory this book presents the mathematical background underlying security modeling in the context of next
generation cryptography by introducing new mathematical results in order to strengthen information security while simultaneously
presenting fresh insights and developing the respective areas of mathematics it is the first ever book to focus on areas that have not yet been
fully exploited for cryptographic applications such as representation theory and mathematical physics among others recent advances in
cryptanalysis brought about in particular by quantum computation and physical attacks on cryptographic devices such as side channel
analysis or power analysis have revealed the growing security risks for state of the art cryptographic schemes to address these risks high
performance next generation cryptosystems must be studied which requires the further development of the mathematical background of
modern cryptography more specifically in order to avoid the security risks posed by adversaries with advanced attack capabilities
cryptosystems must be upgraded which in turn relies on a wide range of mathematical theories this book is suitable for use in an advanced
graduate course in mathematical cryptography while also offering a valuable reference guide for experts boris pavlov 1936 2016 to
whom this volume is dedicated was a prominent specialist in analysis operator theory and mathematical physics as one of the most
influential members of the st petersburg mathematical school he was one of the founders of the leningrad school of non self adjoint
operators this volume collects research papers originating from two conferences that were organized in memory of boris pavlov spectral
theory and applications held in stockholm sweden in march 2016 and operator theory analysis and mathematical physics otamp2016 held
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at the euler institute in st petersburg russia in august 2016 the volume also includes water color paintings by boris pavlov some personal
photographs as well as tributes from friends and colleagues this book is a collection of papers presented at the conference forum math for
industry 2014 for which the unifying theme was applications practical conceptualization mathematics fruitful innovation in october 2014
this epigram encapsulates the dynamics of the process that takes an application through to an innovation industrial mathematics can be
viewed as the causal engine that implements the epigram by taking an application such as input and convolving it with a mixture of practical
conceptualization and mathematics to generate a fruitful innovation as output the book illustrates various aspects of the two way
interaction between applications and their association highlighting how practical conceptualization assists with the linking of the question
that encapsulates the current application to the relevant mathematics the contents of this volume address productive and successful
interaction between industry and mathematicians as well as the cross fertilization and collaboration that result when mathematics is
involved with the advancement of science and technology written by major contributors to the field who are well known within the
community this is the first comprehensive summary of the many results generated by this approach to quantum optics to date as such the
book analyses selected topics of quantum optics focusing on atom field interactions from a group theoretical perspective while discussing
the principal quantum optics models using algebraic language the overall result is a clear demonstration of the advantages of applying
algebraic methods to quantum optics problems illustrated by a number of end of chapter problems an invaluable source for atomic
physicists graduates and students in physics this book presents the basic elements of theoretical physics in a highly accessible captivating
way for university students in the third year of a degree in physics it covers analytical mechanics thermodynamics and statistical physics
special and general relativity and non relativistic quantum theory fully developing the necessary mathematical methods beyond standard
calculus the central theme is scientific curiosity and the main focus is on the experimental meaning of all quantities and equations several
recent verifications of general relativity are presented with emphasis on the physical effects why they were predicted to exist and what
signals they were seen to produce similarly the basic reasons why superconductors have zero resistance and are perfect diamagnets are
pinpointed quantum eraser experiments and delayed choice experiments are described many statements of quantum theory are a challenge to
common sense and some crucial predictions have often been considered hard to believe and have been tested experimentally the book examines
the epr paradox bell states and teleportation to show the beauty and richness of the subject various topics from different areas of physics
are covered these include discrete quantum models and lattices periodic and not casimir effect anyons fano resonances the hanbury brown
and twiss effect the aharonov bohm effect the meitner auger effect squeezed light the rabi model neutrino oscillations aspects of quantum
transport quantum pumping and berry phases black holes and cosmological problems this thesis devotes three introductory chapters to
outlining basic recipes for constructing the quantum hamiltonian of an arbitrary superconducting circuit starting from classical circuit
design since a superconducting circuit is one of the most promising platforms for realizing a practical quantum computer anyone who is
starting out in the field will benefit greatly from this introduction the second focus of the introduction is the ultrastrong light matter
interaction usc where the latest developments are described this is followed by three main research works comprising quantum memory in usc
scaling up the 1d circuit to a 2d lattice configuration creation of noisy intermediate scale quantum era quantum error correction codes
and polariton mediated qubit qubit interaction the research work detailed in this thesis will make a major contribution to the development of
quantum random access memory a prerequisite for various quantum machine learning algorithms and applications this book reviews progress
towards quantum simulators based on photonic and hybrid light matter systems covering theoretical proposals and recent experimental
work quantum simulators are specially designed quantum computers their main aim is to simulate and understand complex and inaccessible
quantum many body phenomena found or predicted in condensed matter physics materials science and exotic quantum field theories
applications will include the engineering of smart materials robust optical or electronic circuits deciphering quantum chemistry and even the
design of drugs technological developments in the fields of interfacing light and matter especially in many body quantum optics have
motivated recent proposals for quantum simulators based on strongly correlated photons and polaritons generated in hybrid light matter
systems the latter have complementary strengths to cold atom and ion based simulators and they can probe for example out of equilibrium
phenomena in a natural driven dissipative setting this book covers some of the most important works in this area reviewing the proposal for
mott transitions and luttinger liquid physics with light to simulating interacting relativistic theories topological insulators and gauge
field physics the stage of the field now is at a point where on top of the numerous theory proposals experiments are also reported
connecting to the theory proposals presented in the chapters the main experimental quantum technology platforms developed from groups
worldwide to realize photonic and polaritonic simulators in the laboratory are also discussed these include coupled microwave resonator
arrays in superconducting circuits semiconductor based polariton systems and integrated quantum photonic chips this is the first book
dedicated to photonic approaches to quantum simulation reviewing the fundamentals for the researcher new to the field and providing a
complete reference for the graduate student starting or already undergoing phd studies in this area comprehensive introduction to the
theory of superconducting circuits and their application in quantum computing and simulation this book provides an alternative approach
to time independent perturbation theory in non relativistic quantum mechanics it allows easy application to any initial condition because it
is based on an approximation to the evolution operator and may also be used on unitary evolution operators for the unperturbed
hamiltonian in the case where the eigenvalues cannot be found this flexibility sets it apart from conventional perturbation theory the matrix
perturbation method also gives new theoretical insights for example it provides corrections to the energy and wave function in one
operation another notable highlight is the facility to readily derive a general expression for the normalization constant at m th order a
significant difference between the approach within and those already in the literature another unique aspect of the matrix perturbation
method is that it can be extended directly to the lindblad master equation the first and second order corrections are obtained for this
equation and the method is generalized for higher orders an alternative form of the dyson series in matrix form instead of integral form is
also obtained throughout the book several benchmark examples and practical applications underscore the potential accuracy and good
performance of this novel approach moreover the method s applicability extends to some specific time dependent hamiltonians this book
represents a valuable addition to the literature on perturbation theory in quantum mechanics and is accessible to students and researchers
alike modern luminescence from fundamental concepts to materials and applications volume one concepts and luminescence is a multivolume
work that reviews the fundamental principles properties and applications of luminescent materials topics addressed include key concepts of
luminescence with a focus on important characterization techniques to understand a wide category of luminescent materials the most
relevant luminescent materials such as transition metals rare earth materials actinide based materials and organic materials are discussed
along with emerging applications of luminescent materials in biomedicine solid state devices and the development of hybrid materials this book
is an important introduction to the underlying scientific concepts needed to understand luminescence such as atomic and molecular physics
and chemistry other topics explored cover the latest advances in materials characterization methods such as raman spectroscopy
ultrafast spectroscopy nonlinear spectroscopy and more finally there is a focus on the materials physics of nanophotonics includes an
overview of the underlying scientific concepts of luminescence such as quantum theory physics and historical context provides the most
important materials characterization methods including raman spectroscopy nonlinear spectroscopy and more for a wide range of
luminescent materials introduces nanophotonics dynamics that are important to keep in mind when designing materials and devices
semiconductor quantum science and technology is exploring the exciting and emerging prospects of integrating quantum functionality on
semiconductor platforms to convert current information technology into quantum information technology the past twenty years have led
to incredible advances in this field this book brings together the leading scientists who present the main achievements and challenges by
reviewing and motivating the state of the art at a tutorial level the key challenges include creating quantum light sources quantum
information processing via strong light matter interaction discovering new quantum materials as well as quasiparticles and determining new
quantum spectroscopic methodologies for superior control of quantum phenomena as an important step integration of these solutions on a
semiconductor chip is discussed and outlook for the future of semiconductor quantum science and technology is given leading experts present
their vision on semiconductor quantum science and technology all aspects needed to realize semiconductor quantum science and technology
are explained quantum semiconductors from overviewed a tutorial introduction to the state of the art this book provides a cutting edge
research overview on the latest developments in the field of optics and photonics all chapters are authored by the pioneers in their field and
will cover the developments in quantum photonics optical properties of 2d materials optical sensors organic opto electronics
nanophotonics metamaterials plasmonics quantum cascade lasers leds biophotonics and biomedical photonics and spectroscopy this book
provides a comprehensive discussion of the jahn teller effect jte focusing on the boson fermion interaction while current research is concerned
with measuring and calculating ever more sophisticated and complex manifestations of the jt effect the present volume takes away the
epicycles of the theory and focuses on the symmetry dilemma at its core when fermions and bosons meet they get entangled and form a new
dynamic reality according to the rules of molecular symmetry this reality is limited to a small set of patterns with degeneracy cardinalities
2 3 4 5 and 6 the novelty of the book is that it adopts a unique mathematical technique known as the bargmann fock representation and
treats all degeneracies in detail so far this method was only applied to the simplest doublet case therefore its extension to the entire range
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of cases offers a new unified perspective this volume will help the reader acquire a clear understanding of the jt effect discover its universal
mechanism and it will be a great tool for researchers and graduates working on this topic the last century has been characterized by the
development of information theory and the consequent transformative impact of new technologies on societies around the world it seems
likely that the tremendous progress in nanoscience the ability to manipulate microscopic systems at the level of a single atom and the
emergence of quantum information science will be the key components of the next revolution that of the new quantum technologies indeed the
ability to manipulate and control quantum systems has already found a variety of potential applications ranging from the development of
molecular nanoscale machines which exploit quantum coherence for their functioning to metrological schemes where quantum effects are
used to enhance the accuracy of measurement and detection systems to achieve higher statistical precision than is possible using purely
classical approaches this book presents the proceedings of the enrico fermi summer school on quantum simulators course 198 held in
varenna italy 22 27 july 2016 topics covered included cold atoms in optical lattices trapped ions solid state implementations quantum
many body physics quantum photonics hybrid quantum systems and transport phenomena the book will be of interest to all those whose
work is connected to the rapidly growing field of quantum technologies this book provides a comprehensive treatment of the principles and
applications of quantum mechanics with equal emphasis on concept building and problem solving the book follows an integrated approach to
expose the students to applications of quantum mechanics in both physics and chemistry streams a chapter is devoted to biological
applications as well to evince the interest of the students pursuing courses in biotechnology and bioinformatics such unique organization of
the book makes it suitable for both quantum mechanics and quantum chemistry courses where the common areas like molecular structure and
spectroscopy are emphasized the book in its second edition continues to serve as an ideal textbook for the first year postgraduate students
of both physics and chemistry as well as for senior undergraduate students pursuing honours courses in these disciplines it has been
thoroughly revised and enlarged with the introduction of a new chapter on quantum statistics and planck s law of black body radiation
some important sections in various chapters and more worked out examples the book helps students learn difficult concepts of quantum
mechanics with simpler mathematics and intuitive language but without sacrificing rigour it has informal classroom type approach suitable
for self learning key features gives about 200 worked out examples and chapter end problems with hints and answers related to different
areas of modern science including biology highlights important technological developments based on quantum mechanics such as electron
microscope scanning tunnelling microscope lasers raman spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance nmr provides adequate number of
illustrations includes detailed mathematical derivations separately in appendices for a more rigorous approach with both industrial and
teaching experience the author explains the effects of time dependence in systems with two energy levels the book starts with time independent
interactions and goes on to treat interactions with time dependent electric and magnetic fields complete derivations are presented for each
case so the reader understands how the solutions are found both closed form and numerical solutions are treated and the calculations are
compared with experimental data from the literature numerous plots are provided to show how the solutions depend on the parameters of
the interactions the book builds upon an undergraduate course in quantum mechanics and is useful for readers interested in magnetic
resonance and quantum optics in addition this book is ideal for self study by students or researchers starting on two level systems the
detailed derivations and plots should ease readers into the study of two level systems in a wide variety of settings this book deals with
one of the most novel advances in mathematical modeling for applied scientific technology including computer graphics public key encryption
data visualization statistical data analysis symbolic calculation encryption error correcting codes and risk management it also shows
that mathematics can be used to solve problems from nature e g slime mold algorithms one of the unique features of this book is that it
shows readers how to use pure and applied mathematics especially those mathematical theory techniques developed in the twentieth century
and developing now to solve applied problems in several fields of industry each chapter includes clues on how to use mathematics to solve
concrete problems faced in industry as well as practical applications the target audience is not limited to researchers working in applied
mathematics and includes those in engineering material sciences economics and life sciences this concise book introduces and discusses the basic
theory of conical intersections with applications in atomic molecular and condensed matter physics conical intersections are linked to the
energy of quantum systems they can occur in any physical system characterized by both slow and fast degrees of freedom such as e g the
fast electrons and slow nuclei of a vibrating and rotating molecule and are important when studying the evolution of quantum systems
controlled by classical parameters furthermore they play a relevant role for understanding the topological properties of condensed
matter systems conical intersections are associated with many interesting features such as a breakdown of the born oppenheimer
approximation and the appearance of nontrivial artificial gauge structures similar to the aharonov bohm effect some applications presented
in this book include molecular systems some molecules in nonlinear nuclear configurations undergo jahn teller distortions under which the
molecule lower their symmetry if the electronic states belong to a degenerate irreducible representation of the molecular point group solid
state physics different types of berry phases associated with conical intersections can be used to detect topologically nontrivial states
of matter such as topological insulators weyl semi metals as well as majorana fermions in superconductors cold atoms the motion of
cold atoms in slowly varying inhomogeneous laser fields is governed by artificial gauge fields that arise when averaging over the fast
internal degrees of freedom of the atoms these gauge fields can be abelian or non abelian which opens up the possibility to create analogs to
various relativistic effects at low speed the emerging field of semiconductor quantum optics combines semiconductor physics and quantum
optics with the aim of developing quantum devices with unprecedented performance in this book researchers and graduate students alike will
reach a new level of understanding to begin conducting state of the art investigations the book combines theoretical methods from quantum
optics and solid state physics to give a consistent microscopic description of light matter and many body interaction effects in low
dimensional semiconductor nanostructures it develops the systematic theory needed to treat semiconductor quantum optical effects such
as strong light matter coupling light matter entanglement squeezing as well as quantum optical semiconductor spectroscopy detailed
derivations of key equations help readers learn the techniques and nearly 300 exercises help test their understanding of the materials
covered the book is accompanied by a website hosted by the authors containing further discussions on topical issues latest trends and
publications on the field the link can be found at cambridge org 9780521875097 our changing views of photons a tutorial memoir presents
those general topics as a memoir of the author s involvement with physics and the photons of theoretical quantum optics written
conversationally for readers with no assumed prior exposure to science covers modern photonics accessibly and discusses the basic physical
principles underlying all the applications and technology of photonics this volume covers the basic physical principles underlying the
technology and all applications of photonics from statistical optics to quantum optics the topics discussed in this volume are photons in
perspective coherence and statistical optics complex light and singular optics electrodynamics of dielectric media fast and slow light
holography multiphoton processes optical angular momentum optical forces trapping and manipulation polarization states quantum
electrodynamics quantum information and computing quantum optics resonance energy transfer surface optics ultrafast pulse phenomena
comprehensive and accessible coverage of the whole of modern photonics emphasizes processes and applications that specifically exploit
photon attributes of light deals with the rapidly advancing area of modern optics chapters are written by top scientists in their field
written for the graduate level student in physical sciences industrial and academic researchers in photonics graduate students in the area
college lecturers educators policymakers consultants scientific and technical libraries government laboratories nih from the reviews this is
a book that should be found in any physics library it is extremely useful for all graduate students ph d students and researchers interested
in the quantum physics of light optics photonics news this book provides a comprehensive and up to date description of the josephson effect a
topic of never ending interest in both fundamental and applied physics in this volume world renowned experts present the unique aspects of the
physics of the josephson effect resulting from the use of new materials of hybrid architectures and from the possibility of realizing nanoscale
junctions these new experimental capabilities lead to systems where novel coherent phenomena and transport processes emerge all this is of
great relevance and impact especially when combined with the didactic approach of the book the reader will benefit from a general and modern
view of coherent phenomena in weakly coupled superconductors on a macroscopic scale topics that have been only recently discussed in
specialized papers and in short reviews are described here for the first time and organized in a general framework an important section of the
book is also devoted to applications with focus on long term future applications in addition to a significant number of illustrations the
book includes numerous tables for comparative studies on technical aspects ���������������������� ����� ����������������
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Symmetry in Quantum Optics Models 2019-11-21

prototypical quantum optics models such as the jaynes cummings rabi tavis cummings and dicke models are commonly analyzed with diverse
techniques including analytical exact solutions mean field theory exact diagonalization and so on analysis of these systems strongly
depends on their symmetries ranging e g from a u 1 group in the jaynes cummings model to a z2 symmetry in the full fledged quantum rabi model
in recent years novel regimes of light matter interactions namely the ultrastrong and deep strong coupling regimes have been attracting an
increasing amount of interest the quantum rabi and dicke models in these exotic regimes present new features such as collapses and revivals
of the population bounces of photon number wave packets as well as the breakdown of the rotating wave approximation symmetries also
play an important role in these regimes and will additionally change depending on whether the few or many qubit systems considered have
associated inhomogeneous or equal couplings to the bosonic mode moreover there is a growing interest in proposing and carrying out
quantum simulations of these models in quantum platforms such as trapped ions superconducting circuits and quantum photonics in this
special issue reprint we have gathered a series of articles related to symmetry in quantum optics models including the quantum rabi model
and its symmetries floquet topological quantum states in optically driven semiconductors the spin boson model as a simulator of non
markovian multiphoton jaynes cummings models parity assisted generation of nonclassical states of light in circuit quantum
electrodynamics and quasiprobability distribution functions from fractional fourier transforms

Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium Aspects of Phase Transitions in Quantum Physics
2018-09-17

in this book the equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties of continuous phase transitions are studied in various systems with a special
emphasis on understanding how well established universal traits at equilibrium may be extended into the dynamic realm going beyond the
paradigmatic kibble zurek mechanism of defect formation this book reports on the existence of a quantum phase transition in a system
comprising just a single spin and a bosonic mode the quantum rabi model though critical phenomena are inherent to many body physics the
author demonstrates that this small and ostensibly simple system allows us to explore the rich phenomenology of phase transitions both in
and out of equilibrium moreover the universal traits of this quantum phase transition may be realized in a single trapped ion experiment thus
avoiding the need to scale up the number of constituents in this system the phase transition takes place in a suitable limit of system
parameters rather than in the conventional thermodynamic limit a novel notion that the author and his collaborators have dubbed the finite
component system phase transition as such the results gathered in this book will open promising new avenues in our understanding and
exploration of quantum critical phenomena

Symmetry in Quantum Optics Models 2019

prototypical quantum optics models such as the jaynes cummings rabi tavis cummings and dicke models are commonly analyzed with diverse
techniques including analytical exact solutions mean field theory exact diagonalization and so on analysis of these systems strongly
depends on their symmetries ranging e g from a u 1 group in the jaynes cummings model to a z2 symmetry in the full fledged quantum rabi model
in recent years novel regimes of light matter interactions namely the ultrastrong and deep strong coupling regimes have been attracting an
increasing amount of interest the quantum rabi and dicke models in these exotic regimes present new features such as collapses and revivals
of the population bounces of photon number wave packets as well as the breakdown of the rotating wave approximation symmetries also
play an important role in these regimes and will additionally change depending on whether the few or many qubit systems considered have
associated inhomogeneous or equal couplings to the bosonic mode moreover there is a growing interest in proposing and carrying out
quantum simulations of these models in quantum platforms such as trapped ions superconducting circuits and quantum photonics in this
special issue reprint we have gathered a series of articles related to symmetry in quantum optics models including the quantum rabi model
and its symmetries floquet topological quantum states in optically driven semiconductors the spin boson model as a simulator of non
markovian multiphoton jaynes cummings models parity assisted generation of nonclassical states of light in circuit quantum
electrodynamics and quasiprobability distribution functions from fractional fourier transforms

Models of Quantum Matter 2019-07-29

an important task of theoretical quantum physics is the building of idealized mathematical models to describe the properties of quantum
matter this book provides an introduction to the arguably most important method for obtaining exact results for strongly interacting
models of quantum matter the bethe ansatz it introduces and discusses the physical concepts and mathematical tools used to construct
realistic models for a variety of different fields including condensed matter physics and quantum optics the various forms of the bethe
ansatz algebraic coordinate multicomponent and thermodynamic bethe ansatz and bethe ansatz for finite systems are then explained in depth
and employed to find exact solutions for the physical properties of the integrable forms of strongly interacting quantum systems the bethe
ansatz is one of the very few methodologies which can calculate physical properties non perturbatively arguably it is the only such method
we have which is exact this means once the model has been set up no further approximations or assumptions are necessary and the relevant
physical properties of the model can be computed exactly furthermore an infinite set of conserved quantities can be obtained the quantum
mechanical model under consideration is fully integrable this makes the search for quantum models which are amenable to an exact solution
by the bethe ansatz and which are quantum integrable so important and rewarding the exact solution will provide benchmarks for other
models which do not admit an exact solution bethe ansatz techniques provide valuable insight into the physics of strongly correlated
quantum matter

Quantum simulation experiments with superconducting circuits 2018-06-14

this open access book presents selected papers from international symposium on mathematics quantum theory and cryptography mqc which
was held on september 25 27 2019 in fukuoka japan the international symposium mqc addresses the mathematics and quantum theory
underlying secure modeling of the post quantum cryptography including e g mathematical study of the light matter interaction models as
well as quantum computing the security of the most widely used rsa cryptosystem is based on the difficulty of factoring large integers
however in 1994 shor proposed a quantum polynomial time algorithm for factoring integers and the rsa cryptosystem is no longer secure in
the quantum computing model this vulnerability has prompted research into post quantum cryptography using alternative mathematical
problems that are secure in the era of quantum computers in this regard the national institute of standards and technology nist began to
standardize post quantum cryptography in 2016 this book is suitable for postgraduate students in mathematics and computer science as
well as for experts in industry working on post quantum cryptography

International Symposium on Mathematics, Quantum Theory, and Cryptography 2020-10-22

this book is a thoroughly modern and highly pedagogical graduate level introduction to quantum optics a subject which has witnessed
stunning developments in recent years and has come to occupy a central role in the second quantum revolution the reader is invited to
explore the fundamental role that quantum optics plays in the control and manipulation of quantum systems leading to ultracold atoms
circuit qed quantum information science quantum optomechanics and quantum metrology the building blocks of the subject are presented in a
sequential fashion starting from the simplest physical situations before moving to increasingly complicated ones this pedagogically
appealing approach leads to quantum entanglement and measurement theory being introduced early on and before more specialized topics such
as cavity qed or laser cooling the final chapter illustrates the power of scientific cross fertilization by surveying cutting edge
applications of quantum optics and optomechanics in gravitational wave detection tests of fundamental physics searches for dark matter
geophysical monitoring and ultraprecise clocks complete with worked examples and exercises this book provides the reader with enough
background knowledge and understanding to follow the current journal literature and begin producing their own original research
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Quantum Optics 2021-07-24

this book gives its readers a unique opportunity to get acquainted with new aspects of the fruitful interactions between analysis geometry
quantum mechanics and number theory the present book contains a number of contributions by specialists in these areas as an homage to the
memory of the mathematician erik balslev and at the same time advancing a fascinating interdisciplinary area still full of potential erik
balslev has made original and important contributions to several areas of mathematics and its applications he belongs to the founders of
complex scaling one of the most important methods in the mathematical and physical study of eigenvalues and resonances of schr�dinger
operators which has been very essential in advancing the solution of fundamental problems in quantum mechanics and related areas he was
also a pioneer in making available and developing spectral methods in the study of important problems in analytic number theory

Schr�dinger Operators, Spectral Analysis and Number Theory 2021-06-03

this book presents the mathematical background underlying security modeling in the context of next generation cryptography by introducing
new mathematical results in order to strengthen information security while simultaneously presenting fresh insights and developing the
respective areas of mathematics it is the first ever book to focus on areas that have not yet been fully exploited for cryptographic
applications such as representation theory and mathematical physics among others recent advances in cryptanalysis brought about in
particular by quantum computation and physical attacks on cryptographic devices such as side channel analysis or power analysis have
revealed the growing security risks for state of the art cryptographic schemes to address these risks high performance next generation
cryptosystems must be studied which requires the further development of the mathematical background of modern cryptography more
specifically in order to avoid the security risks posed by adversaries with advanced attack capabilities cryptosystems must be upgraded
which in turn relies on a wide range of mathematical theories this book is suitable for use in an advanced graduate course in mathematical
cryptography while also offering a valuable reference guide for experts

Mathematical Modelling for Next-Generation Cryptography 2017-07-25

boris pavlov 1936 2016 to whom this volume is dedicated was a prominent specialist in analysis operator theory and mathematical
physics as one of the most influential members of the st petersburg mathematical school he was one of the founders of the leningrad school
of non self adjoint operators this volume collects research papers originating from two conferences that were organized in memory of boris
pavlov spectral theory and applications held in stockholm sweden in march 2016 and operator theory analysis and mathematical physics
otamp2016 held at the euler institute in st petersburg russia in august 2016 the volume also includes water color paintings by boris
pavlov some personal photographs as well as tributes from friends and colleagues

Analysis as a Tool in Mathematical Physics 2020-07-14

this book is a collection of papers presented at the conference forum math for industry 2014 for which the unifying theme was applications
practical conceptualization mathematics fruitful innovation in october 2014 this epigram encapsulates the dynamics of the process that
takes an application through to an innovation industrial mathematics can be viewed as the causal engine that implements the epigram by
taking an application such as input and convolving it with a mixture of practical conceptualization and mathematics to generate a fruitful
innovation as output the book illustrates various aspects of the two way interaction between applications and their association
highlighting how practical conceptualization assists with the linking of the question that encapsulates the current application to the
relevant mathematics the contents of this volume address productive and successful interaction between industry and mathematicians as
well as the cross fertilization and collaboration that result when mathematics is involved with the advancement of science and technology

Applications + Practical Conceptualization + Mathematics = fruitful Innovation
2015-10-11

written by major contributors to the field who are well known within the community this is the first comprehensive summary of the many
results generated by this approach to quantum optics to date as such the book analyses selected topics of quantum optics focusing on
atom field interactions from a group theoretical perspective while discussing the principal quantum optics models using algebraic language
the overall result is a clear demonstration of the advantages of applying algebraic methods to quantum optics problems illustrated by a
number of end of chapter problems an invaluable source for atomic physicists graduates and students in physics

A Group-Theoretical Approach to Quantum Optics 2009-08-04

this book presents the basic elements of theoretical physics in a highly accessible captivating way for university students in the third year
of a degree in physics it covers analytical mechanics thermodynamics and statistical physics special and general relativity and non
relativistic quantum theory fully developing the necessary mathematical methods beyond standard calculus the central theme is scientific
curiosity and the main focus is on the experimental meaning of all quantities and equations several recent verifications of general relativity
are presented with emphasis on the physical effects why they were predicted to exist and what signals they were seen to produce similarly
the basic reasons why superconductors have zero resistance and are perfect diamagnets are pinpointed quantum eraser experiments and
delayed choice experiments are described many statements of quantum theory are a challenge to common sense and some crucial predictions
have often been considered hard to believe and have been tested experimentally the book examines the epr paradox bell states and
teleportation to show the beauty and richness of the subject various topics from different areas of physics are covered these include
discrete quantum models and lattices periodic and not casimir effect anyons fano resonances the hanbury brown and twiss effect the
aharonov bohm effect the meitner auger effect squeezed light the rabi model neutrino oscillations aspects of quantum transport quantum
pumping and berry phases black holes and cosmological problems

Elements of Classical and Quantum Physics 2018-02-09

this thesis devotes three introductory chapters to outlining basic recipes for constructing the quantum hamiltonian of an arbitrary
superconducting circuit starting from classical circuit design since a superconducting circuit is one of the most promising platforms for
realizing a practical quantum computer anyone who is starting out in the field will benefit greatly from this introduction the second focus
of the introduction is the ultrastrong light matter interaction usc where the latest developments are described this is followed by three
main research works comprising quantum memory in usc scaling up the 1d circuit to a 2d lattice configuration creation of noisy intermediate
scale quantum era quantum error correction codes and polariton mediated qubit qubit interaction the research work detailed in this thesis
will make a major contribution to the development of quantum random access memory a prerequisite for various quantum machine learning
algorithms and applications

Towards a Scalable Quantum Computing Platform in the Ultrastrong Coupling Regime
2019-06-04

this book reviews progress towards quantum simulators based on photonic and hybrid light matter systems covering theoretical proposals
and recent experimental work quantum simulators are specially designed quantum computers their main aim is to simulate and understand
complex and inaccessible quantum many body phenomena found or predicted in condensed matter physics materials science and exotic quantum
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field theories applications will include the engineering of smart materials robust optical or electronic circuits deciphering quantum chemistry
and even the design of drugs technological developments in the fields of interfacing light and matter especially in many body quantum optics
have motivated recent proposals for quantum simulators based on strongly correlated photons and polaritons generated in hybrid light
matter systems the latter have complementary strengths to cold atom and ion based simulators and they can probe for example out of
equilibrium phenomena in a natural driven dissipative setting this book covers some of the most important works in this area reviewing the
proposal for mott transitions and luttinger liquid physics with light to simulating interacting relativistic theories topological
insulators and gauge field physics the stage of the field now is at a point where on top of the numerous theory proposals experiments are
also reported connecting to the theory proposals presented in the chapters the main experimental quantum technology platforms developed
from groups worldwide to realize photonic and polaritonic simulators in the laboratory are also discussed these include coupled
microwave resonator arrays in superconducting circuits semiconductor based polariton systems and integrated quantum photonic chips this
is the first book dedicated to photonic approaches to quantum simulation reviewing the fundamentals for the researcher new to the field and
providing a complete reference for the graduate student starting or already undergoing phd studies in this area

Quantum Simulations with Photons and Polaritons 2017-05-03

comprehensive introduction to the theory of superconducting circuits and their application in quantum computing and simulation

Quantum Information and Quantum Optics with Superconducting Circuits 2022-08-18

this book provides an alternative approach to time independent perturbation theory in non relativistic quantum mechanics it allows easy
application to any initial condition because it is based on an approximation to the evolution operator and may also be used on unitary
evolution operators for the unperturbed hamiltonian in the case where the eigenvalues cannot be found this flexibility sets it apart from
conventional perturbation theory the matrix perturbation method also gives new theoretical insights for example it provides corrections
to the energy and wave function in one operation another notable highlight is the facility to readily derive a general expression for the
normalization constant at m th order a significant difference between the approach within and those already in the literature another unique
aspect of the matrix perturbation method is that it can be extended directly to the lindblad master equation the first and second order
corrections are obtained for this equation and the method is generalized for higher orders an alternative form of the dyson series in matrix
form instead of integral form is also obtained throughout the book several benchmark examples and practical applications underscore the
potential accuracy and good performance of this novel approach moreover the method s applicability extends to some specific time dependent
hamiltonians this book represents a valuable addition to the literature on perturbation theory in quantum mechanics and is accessible to
students and researchers alike

The Matrix Perturbation Method in Quantum Mechanics 2024-02-20

modern luminescence from fundamental concepts to materials and applications volume one concepts and luminescence is a multivolume work
that reviews the fundamental principles properties and applications of luminescent materials topics addressed include key concepts of
luminescence with a focus on important characterization techniques to understand a wide category of luminescent materials the most
relevant luminescent materials such as transition metals rare earth materials actinide based materials and organic materials are discussed
along with emerging applications of luminescent materials in biomedicine solid state devices and the development of hybrid materials this book
is an important introduction to the underlying scientific concepts needed to understand luminescence such as atomic and molecular physics
and chemistry other topics explored cover the latest advances in materials characterization methods such as raman spectroscopy
ultrafast spectroscopy nonlinear spectroscopy and more finally there is a focus on the materials physics of nanophotonics includes an
overview of the underlying scientific concepts of luminescence such as quantum theory physics and historical context provides the most
important materials characterization methods including raman spectroscopy nonlinear spectroscopy and more for a wide range of
luminescent materials introduces nanophotonics dynamics that are important to keep in mind when designing materials and devices

Modern Luminescence from Fundamental Concepts to Materials and Applications 2022-11-23

semiconductor quantum science and technology is exploring the exciting and emerging prospects of integrating quantum functionality on
semiconductor platforms to convert current information technology into quantum information technology the past twenty years have led
to incredible advances in this field this book brings together the leading scientists who present the main achievements and challenges by
reviewing and motivating the state of the art at a tutorial level the key challenges include creating quantum light sources quantum
information processing via strong light matter interaction discovering new quantum materials as well as quasiparticles and determining new
quantum spectroscopic methodologies for superior control of quantum phenomena as an important step integration of these solutions on a
semiconductor chip is discussed and outlook for the future of semiconductor quantum science and technology is given leading experts present
their vision on semiconductor quantum science and technology all aspects needed to realize semiconductor quantum science and technology
are explained quantum semiconductors from overviewed a tutorial introduction to the state of the art

Uncertainty Relations and Their Applications 2022-10-03

this book provides a cutting edge research overview on the latest developments in the field of optics and photonics all chapters are
authored by the pioneers in their field and will cover the developments in quantum photonics optical properties of 2d materials optical
sensors organic opto electronics nanophotonics metamaterials plasmonics quantum cascade lasers leds biophotonics and biomedical
photonics and spectroscopy

Semiconductor Quantum Science and Technology 2020-11-28

this book provides a comprehensive discussion of the jahn teller effect jte focusing on the boson fermion interaction while current research is
concerned with measuring and calculating ever more sophisticated and complex manifestations of the jt effect the present volume takes away
the epicycles of the theory and focuses on the symmetry dilemma at its core when fermions and bosons meet they get entangled and form a new
dynamic reality according to the rules of molecular symmetry this reality is limited to a small set of patterns with degeneracy cardinalities
2 3 4 5 and 6 the novelty of the book is that it adopts a unique mathematical technique known as the bargmann fock representation and
treats all degeneracies in detail so far this method was only applied to the simplest doublet case therefore its extension to the entire range
of cases offers a new unified perspective this volume will help the reader acquire a clear understanding of the jt effect discover its universal
mechanism and it will be a great tool for researchers and graduates working on this topic

Frontiers in Optics and Photonics 2021-06-08

the last century has been characterized by the development of information theory and the consequent transformative impact of new
technologies on societies around the world it seems likely that the tremendous progress in nanoscience the ability to manipulate microscopic
systems at the level of a single atom and the emergence of quantum information science will be the key components of the next revolution
that of the new quantum technologies indeed the ability to manipulate and control quantum systems has already found a variety of
potential applications ranging from the development of molecular nanoscale machines which exploit quantum coherence for their functioning
to metrological schemes where quantum effects are used to enhance the accuracy of measurement and detection systems to achieve higher
statistical precision than is possible using purely classical approaches this book presents the proceedings of the enrico fermi summer school
on quantum simulators course 198 held in varenna italy 22 27 july 2016 topics covered included cold atoms in optical lattices trapped
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ions solid state implementations quantum many body physics quantum photonics hybrid quantum systems and transport phenomena the book
will be of interest to all those whose work is connected to the rapidly growing field of quantum technologies

The Theory of the Jahn-Teller Effect 2022-09-29

this book provides a comprehensive treatment of the principles and applications of quantum mechanics with equal emphasis on concept
building and problem solving the book follows an integrated approach to expose the students to applications of quantum mechanics in both
physics and chemistry streams a chapter is devoted to biological applications as well to evince the interest of the students pursuing
courses in biotechnology and bioinformatics such unique organization of the book makes it suitable for both quantum mechanics and
quantum chemistry courses where the common areas like molecular structure and spectroscopy are emphasized the book in its second edition
continues to serve as an ideal textbook for the first year postgraduate students of both physics and chemistry as well as for senior
undergraduate students pursuing honours courses in these disciplines it has been thoroughly revised and enlarged with the introduction of a
new chapter on quantum statistics and planck s law of black body radiation some important sections in various chapters and more worked
out examples the book helps students learn difficult concepts of quantum mechanics with simpler mathematics and intuitive language but
without sacrificing rigour it has informal classroom type approach suitable for self learning key features gives about 200 worked out
examples and chapter end problems with hints and answers related to different areas of modern science including biology highlights important
technological developments based on quantum mechanics such as electron microscope scanning tunnelling microscope lasers raman
spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance nmr provides adequate number of illustrations includes detailed mathematical derivations
separately in appendices for a more rigorous approach

Quantum Simulators 2018-05-02

with both industrial and teaching experience the author explains the effects of time dependence in systems with two energy levels the book
starts with time independent interactions and goes on to treat interactions with time dependent electric and magnetic fields complete
derivations are presented for each case so the reader understands how the solutions are found both closed form and numerical solutions are
treated and the calculations are compared with experimental data from the literature numerous plots are provided to show how the
solutions depend on the parameters of the interactions the book builds upon an undergraduate course in quantum mechanics and is useful for
readers interested in magnetic resonance and quantum optics in addition this book is ideal for self study by students or researchers starting
on two level systems the detailed derivations and plots should ease readers into the study of two level systems in a wide variety of
settings

QUANTUM MECHANICS IN PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY WITH APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGY
2014-12-03

this book deals with one of the most novel advances in mathematical modeling for applied scientific technology including computer graphics
public key encryption data visualization statistical data analysis symbolic calculation encryption error correcting codes and risk
management it also shows that mathematics can be used to solve problems from nature e g slime mold algorithms one of the unique features
of this book is that it shows readers how to use pure and applied mathematics especially those mathematical theory techniques developed in
the twentieth century and developing now to solve applied problems in several fields of industry each chapter includes clues on how to use
mathematics to solve concrete problems faced in industry as well as practical applications the target audience is not limited to
researchers working in applied mathematics and includes those in engineering material sciences economics and life sciences

Quantum Coherence, Correlation and Control in Finite Quantum Systems 2022-10-21

this concise book introduces and discusses the basic theory of conical intersections with applications in atomic molecular and condensed
matter physics conical intersections are linked to the energy of quantum systems they can occur in any physical system characterized by
both slow and fast degrees of freedom such as e g the fast electrons and slow nuclei of a vibrating and rotating molecule and are
important when studying the evolution of quantum systems controlled by classical parameters furthermore they play a relevant role for
understanding the topological properties of condensed matter systems conical intersections are associated with many interesting features
such as a breakdown of the born oppenheimer approximation and the appearance of nontrivial artificial gauge structures similar to the
aharonov bohm effect some applications presented in this book include molecular systems some molecules in nonlinear nuclear configurations
undergo jahn teller distortions under which the molecule lower their symmetry if the electronic states belong to a degenerate irreducible
representation of the molecular point group solid state physics different types of berry phases associated with conical intersections can be
used to detect topologically nontrivial states of matter such as topological insulators weyl semi metals as well as majorana fermions in
superconductors cold atoms the motion of cold atoms in slowly varying inhomogeneous laser fields is governed by artificial gauge fields
that arise when averaging over the fast internal degrees of freedom of the atoms these gauge fields can be abelian or non abelian which opens
up the possibility to create analogs to various relativistic effects at low speed

Time-Dependent Quantum Mechanics of Two-Level Systems 2018-11-22

the emerging field of semiconductor quantum optics combines semiconductor physics and quantum optics with the aim of developing quantum
devices with unprecedented performance in this book researchers and graduate students alike will reach a new level of understanding to begin
conducting state of the art investigations the book combines theoretical methods from quantum optics and solid state physics to give a
consistent microscopic description of light matter and many body interaction effects in low dimensional semiconductor nanostructures it
develops the systematic theory needed to treat semiconductor quantum optical effects such as strong light matter coupling light matter
entanglement squeezing as well as quantum optical semiconductor spectroscopy detailed derivations of key equations help readers learn
the techniques and nearly 300 exercises help test their understanding of the materials covered the book is accompanied by a website hosted
by the authors containing further discussions on topical issues latest trends and publications on the field the link can be found at cambridge
org 9780521875097

A Mathematical Approach to Research Problems of Science and Technology 2014-07-14

our changing views of photons a tutorial memoir presents those general topics as a memoir of the author s involvement with physics and the
photons of theoretical quantum optics written conversationally for readers with no assumed prior exposure to science

Conical Intersections in Physics 2020-01-31

covers modern photonics accessibly and discusses the basic physical principles underlying all the applications and technology of photonics
this volume covers the basic physical principles underlying the technology and all applications of photonics from statistical optics to
quantum optics the topics discussed in this volume are photons in perspective coherence and statistical optics complex light and singular
optics electrodynamics of dielectric media fast and slow light holography multiphoton processes optical angular momentum optical forces
trapping and manipulation polarization states quantum electrodynamics quantum information and computing quantum optics resonance
energy transfer surface optics ultrafast pulse phenomena comprehensive and accessible coverage of the whole of modern photonics emphasizes
processes and applications that specifically exploit photon attributes of light deals with the rapidly advancing area of modern optics
chapters are written by top scientists in their field written for the graduate level student in physical sciences industrial and academic
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researchers in photonics graduate students in the area college lecturers educators policymakers consultants scientific and technical
libraries government laboratories nih

Semiconductor Quantum Optics 2011-11-17

from the reviews this is a book that should be found in any physics library it is extremely useful for all graduate students ph d students and
researchers interested in the quantum physics of light optics photonics news

Our Changing Views of Photons 2020-08-07

this book provides a comprehensive and up to date description of the josephson effect a topic of never ending interest in both fundamental and
applied physics in this volume world renowned experts present the unique aspects of the physics of the josephson effect resulting from the use
of new materials of hybrid architectures and from the possibility of realizing nanoscale junctions these new experimental capabilities lead to
systems where novel coherent phenomena and transport processes emerge all this is of great relevance and impact especially when combined
with the didactic approach of the book the reader will benefit from a general and modern view of coherent phenomena in weakly coupled
superconductors on a macroscopic scale topics that have been only recently discussed in specialized papers and in short reviews are
described here for the first time and organized in a general framework an important section of the book is also devoted to applications with
focus on long term future applications in addition to a significant number of illustrations the book includes numerous tables for
comparative studies on technical aspects

Photonics, Volume 1 2015-01-16
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